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1. INTRODUCTION
Let the group G s AB be the product of two subgroups A and B, and
let H be a subgroup of A l B. Obviously, if H is normal in both A and
w xB, it is also normal in G. Moreover, it has been proved by Maier 4
w xand Wielandt 9 that if the group G is finite and the subgroup H is
subnormal in both A and B, then H is subnormal also in G. This result
was extended to certain classes of infinite groups, but until now no
counterexamples are known for arbitrary factorized groups. In particular,
w xin 2 it was proved that if G s AB is a soluble-by-finite minimax group
factorized by two subgroups A and B, and H is a subgroup of A l B such
that H is subnormal in both A and B, then H is also subnormal in G. A
similar result for the class of periodic nilpotent-by-abelian-by-finite groups
w xwas obtained in 1986 by Stonehewer in 7 , where it was asked whether the
periodicity condition on the group could be avoided. The aim of this article
is to give a completely affirmative answer to Stonehewer's question. In
fact, we shall prove the following result.
THEOREM A. Let the nilpotent-by-abelian-by-finite group G s AB be the
product of two subgroups A and B, and let H be a subgroup of A l B. If H is
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subnormal in both A and B, then H is subnormal in G. Moreo¨er, if G
contains a nilpotent normal subgroup N of class c and a normal subgroup L
such that LrN is abelian and GrL is finite of order n, and if the defect of H
in A and B is at most m, then the defect of H in G is bounded by a function
 .f c, m, n .
It is well known that every soluble linear group is nilpotent-by-abelian-
by-finite, so that the above theorem has the following consequence.
COROLLARY. Let the soluble-by-finite linear group G s AB be the product
of two subgroups A and B, and let H be a subgroup of A l B. If H is
subnormal in both A and B, then H is subnormal in G.
The proof of Theorem A essentially depends on the behaviour of a
subnormal subgroup H of a group G in the integral group ring ZG, which
is described by the following result.
THEOREM B. Let G be a group containing an abelian normal subgroup of
finite index n, and let a be a right ideal of the group ring ZG such that
 .D G s G y 1 q a. If H is a subnormal subgroup of defect m of G which isZ
 .  .  .hcontained in G l 1 q a , then D G D H is contained in a for someZ Z
 .positi¨ e integer h s h m, n .
w xIn 7 it was announced that the result of Maier and Wielandt can also
be extended to nilpotent-by-polycyclic-by-finite factorized groups. As a
consequence of our results, we shall prove that this actually holds for
nilpotent-by-minimax groups which are also soluble-by-finite. Recall here
that a group is said to be minimax if it has a series of finite length whose
factors either satisfy the minimal or the maximal condition on subgroups.
w xMost of our notation is standard and can be found in 6 , and we will use
w x1 as a general reference for factorized groups.
2. GROUP RING METHODS
In this section the ring-theoretic methods necessary in the proofs of our
results will be developed. For a detailed exposition of the relation between
w xrings and factorized groups see 8 . If G is a group, and R is a commuta-
 .tive ring with identity, the augmentation ideal D G of the group ring RGR
is the ideal of RG consisting of all elements of the form
r g y 1 , . g
1/ggG
 4  .where r g R for all g g G R 1 . It follows immediately that D G is theg R
kernel of the natural ring homomorphism RG ª R. If H is a subgroup of
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 .G, and a is a right ideal of RG, the centralizer C H is the set of alla
elements r of a such that hr s rh for all h g H.
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a group, A a normal subgroup of G, R a
commutati¨ e ring with identity, and a a right ideal of the group ring RG such
 .  .that D G s D A q a. If a is the largest ideal of RG contained in a ,R R 0
 .then the centralizer C A is contained in a .a 0
Proof. Clearly RG s RA q a , and hence
RG C A s RA q a C A F RA C A q a .  .  .  .  .  .a a a
s C A RA q a F a . .  .a
 .  . .  .It follows that the ideal RG C A RG is contained in a RG s a , anda
 .so also in a . In particular C A is contained in a .0 a 0
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a group and R a commutati¨ e ring with identity. If
A is a normal subgroup of G and a is a right ideal of the group ring RG, then
  . .the set L s 1 q D A q a l G is a subsemigroup of G.R
Proof. Let x, y be elements of L, and write x s 1 q u q r and y s
 .1 q ¨ q s, where u, ¨ are elements of D A and r, s belong to a. ThenR
xy s 1 q u q r y s y 1 q yy1 uy q ry s 1 q ¨ q s 1 q yy1 uy q ry .  . .  .
s 1 q ¨ q yy1 uy q ¨yy1 uy q s 1 q yy1 uy q ry . .  . .
y1 y1  .On the other hand, ¨ q y uy q ¨y uy is an element of D A andR
 y1 .s 1 q y uy q ry belongs to a , so that xy lies in L, and L is a subsemi-
group of G.
Recall that a ring R is called radical if coincides with its Jacobson
radical. This is well known to be equivalent to the property that, if R is
Äembedded in the usual way in a ring R with identity, then the set 1 q R is
Äa subgroup of the group of units of R.
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a group, R a commutati¨ e ring with identity, and a
 .a right ideal of the group ring RG such that D G s G y 1 q a. If A is anR
  . .abelian normal subgroup of G such that 1 q D A q a l G is a subgroupR
 .   ..of G, then the factor ring D A r a l D A is radical.R R
 .Proof. Let x be any element of D A . By hypothesis there existsR
g g G such that x s g y 1 y r for some r g a , and g s 1 q x q r is an
  . . y1element of L s 1 q D A q a l G. Then also g belongs to L, andR
y1  .so g s 1 q y q s, where y g D A and s g a. Since A is a normalR
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y1  .subgroup of G, also z s g yg is an element of D A , andR
1 s gy1 g s 1 q y q s g s g 1 q gy1 yg q sg .  .
s 1 q x q r 1 q z q sg s 1 q x 1 q z q r 1 q z q sg . .  .  .  .  .
 . .  .It follows that 1 q x 1 q z s 1 y r 1 q z y sg belongs to the set 1 q a.
 .  .We have shown that for each element x of D A there exists z g D AR R
 . .such that 1 q x 1 q z lies in 1 q a , and this means that the factor ring
 .   ..D A r a l D A is radical.R R
In our proofs we will need the following result on the augmentation
 w xideal of a finite group with prime-power order see 5, Lemma 3.1.6 and its
.proof .
LEMMA 2.4. Let p be a prime number, and let G be a finite p-group of
 .norder n. If k is the field with p elements, then D G s 0.k
 .If G is a group and p is a prime number, O G will denote the largestp9
periodic normal p9-subgroup of G.
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a group, A an abelian normal subgroup of G with
finite index n, k the field with p elements, and a a right ideal of the group
 .  .algebra kG such that D G s D A q a s G y 1 q a. If H is a subnor-k k
 .  .  .nmal subgroup of G contained in G l 1 q a , then D G D H lies in a.k k
 .  .Proof. Put X s G l 1 q a , and suppose first that C A s 1, soX
 .that in particular C A s H l A s 1. Then H is finite, and its orderH
divides n. As H is subnormal in G, there exists a positive integer t such
that
w xA , H , . . . , H s 1,
6
6
t
and hence H stabilizes a series of finite length of A. It follows that H is
 w x.nilpotent see for instance 3, Theorem 2.5.4 . Assume that A contains an
element a of prime order q / p, and consider the element
1
qy1c s 1 y 1 q a q ??? qa .
q
 .of D G . By hypothesis there exist elements g of G and r of a such thatk
yc s g y 1 q r. Then
g q r a s 1 y c a s 1 y c s g q r , .  .
and hence ga y g s r y ra belongs to a. It follows that also the element
y1 y1  .gag y 1 is in a , and so gag g A l 1 q a s A l X s 1. This contra-
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diction shows that A does not contain elements of prime order q / p, so
 .  .  .that A l O G s 1, and O G is contained in C A . On the otherp9 p9 G
 .  .  .  .hand, O H lies in O G , and hence O H F C A s 1. Thus H is ap9 p9 p9 H
< <p-group. Since k is the field of order p and H F n, it follows that
 .n  .  .nD H s 0 by Lemma 2.4, and so also D G D H s 0. This provesk k k
 .the lemma when C A s 1.X
In the general case, let a be the largest ideal of kG contained in a ,0
 .and put N s G l 1 q a . Then N is a normal subgroup of G contained0
in X. Moreover, if M is any normal subgroup of G contained in X, we
 .  .have that D M kG is an ideal of kG contained in a , so that D M kGk k
lies in a , and M is contained in N. Therefore N is the largest normal0
subgroup of G contained in X. If G s GrN, the natural group homomor-
phism G ª G induces a group algebra homomorphism kG ª kG whose
 .kernel D N kG is contained in a . Thus the group G and the groupk 0
 .algebra kG inherit the hypotheses of the lemma. The centralizer C A isa
 .contained in a by Lemma 2.1, and hence C A s 1. It follows from the0 X
n n .  .  .  .first part of the proof that D G D H lies in a , and hence D G D Hk k k k
is contained in a.
 .  .If m is any positive integer, we define t m by the position t 1 s 0 and
 . a1 a tt m s a q ??? qa if m ) 1 and m s p . . . p , where p , . . . , p are1 t 1 t 1 t
prime numbers. Our next three lemmas deal with the augmentation ideal
of the integral group ring of an abelian-by-finite group.
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a group, A an abelian normal subgroup of G with
 .finite index n, and a a right ideal of the group ring ZG such that D G sZ
 .D A q a s G y 1 q a. If H is a subnormal subgroup of G contained inZ
 .  .  .nt m.  .G l 1 q a , then D G D H lies in a q mD G for each positi¨ eZ Z Z
integer m.
Proof. The statement is obvious if m s 1. Suppose now that m ) 1,
and let m s ph, where p is a prime number. By induction we may suppose
 .  .nt h.  .that D G D H is contained in a q hD G . If k is the field ZrpZ,Z Z Z
the factor ring ZGrpZG is naturally isomorphic with the group algebra
 .  .nkG, and so it follows from Lemma 2.5 that D G D H is contained inZ Z
 .  .a q pZG. Since ZGrD G is isomorphic with Z, we have pZG l D GZ Z
 .  .  .n  .s pD G , and hence D G D H is contained in a q pD G . ClearlyZ Z Z Z
 .  .t m s t h q 1, and hence
n .  .nt m nt h
D G D H s D G D H D H .  .  .  .  . /Z Z Z Z Z
n nF a q hD G D H F a q hD G D H .  .  .  . .Z Z Z Z
F a q h a q pD G s a q mD G . .  . .Z Z
The lemma is proved.
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LEMMA 2.7. Let G be a group, A an abelian normal subgroup of G with
 .finite index n, and a a right ideal of the group ring ZG such that D G sZ
 .D A q a s G y 1 q a. If H is a subnormal subgroup of defect m of GZ
 .  .  .hwhich is contained in G l 1 q a , then D G D H lies in a for someZ Z
positi¨ e integer h F n ? 16mq n q 2m q 2n.
 .Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that a l D A is contained in theZ
largest ideal a of ZG contained in a. Moreover, Lemma 2.3 yields that0
 .   ..the factor ring D A r a l D A is radical. Consider the ring ZGsZ Z
ZGra , and denote by S the image of any subset S of ZG under the0
natural homomorphism of ZG onto ZG. Clearly a l D A s 0, so that .Z
 .   ..the commutative ring D A is isomorphic with D A r a l D A , .Z Z Z
and hence it is a commutative radical subring of ZG. Thus the set
U s 1 q D A is an abelian subgroup of the group ZG* of units of ZG. .Z
Since A is normal in G, the subgroup U is normalized by G, so that
X s UG is a subgroup of ZG*, and U is normal in X. Moreover, A is
contained in U l G, and hence the group XrU is finite with order
 .dividing n. Consider the subgroup Y s X l 1 q a of X. Then Y con-
tains H, and Y l U s 1 since a l D A s 0, so that in particular Y is .Z
finite. Clearly U is contained in 1 q D G , so that X s UG lies in .Z
1 q D G G s 1 q D G , and by hypothesis we have also that .  . .Z Z
1 q D G s U q a s G q a . .Z
Let x be any element of X, and write x s u q r s g q s, where u g U,
g g G, and r, s are elements of a. Then
x s 1 q ruy1 u s 1 q sgy1 g , .  .
y1 y1 y1 y1with ru and sg in a. On the other hand, 1 q ru s xu belongs to
y1 y1 .X l 1 q a s Y, so that x g YU and YU s X. Similarly, 1 q sg s xg
is in Y, so that x belongs to YG, and YG s X. Therefore the group X has
the triple factorization
X s UG s UY s YG.
Since UH is subnormal in X with defect at most m and
UH l Y s H U l Y s H , .
the subgroup H is subnormal in Y with defect at most m. It follows that
2 .  wH is subnormal also in X with defect c F 2m q n q t n see 7,
x .  2 .Corollary 2 and its proof , and c F 2m q 2n because t n F n. As
H l U s 1, we obtain that H stabilizes a finite series of U with length at
w xmost c. Application of Lemma 5 of 7 yields that H stabilizes a series of
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length at most c of the additive group tD A , where .Z
2cy1y1
cy 1 c2 y1 i 4t s 2 2 y 1 F 2 . .
is1
Thus
c
tD A D H s 0, .  .Z Z
 .  .cwhich means that tD A D H is contained in a , and hence also in a.Z Z 0
Moreover,
 .nt t
D G D H F a q tD G .  .  .Z Z Z
by Lemma 2.6, and hence
c c .nt t qc
D G D H F aD H q tD G D H .  .  .  .  .Z Z Z Z Z
c cs aD H q tD A q ta D H F a . .  .  . .Z Z Z
Therefore it is enough to put
h s nt t q c F n ? 4c q c F n ? 16mq n q 2m q 2n , .
and the lemma is proved.
LEMMA 2.8. Let G be a group, and let a be a right ideal of the group ring
 .ZG such that D G s G y 1 q a. If A is an abelian normal subgroup of GZ
 .  .with finite index n, then the additi¨ e subgroup D A q a of D G containsZ Z
a right ideal b of ZG such that a F b and the additi¨ e factor group
 . nD G rb is finite with order at most n .Z
 4Proof. Let g , . . . , g be a transversal to A in G, and for every i F n1 n
consider the additive subgroup
h s D A q a g s D A g q a .  . .i Z i Z i
 .  .of D G . If x is any element of D G there exist g g G and r g a suchZ Z
that x s g y 1 q r. Moreover, g s ag with a g A and i F n, so thati
x s g y 1 q r s a y 1 g q r q g y 1 .  .i i
 .belongs to h q g y 1. Thus D G is the set-theoretic union of the cosetsi i Z
 .h q g y 1 1 F i F n , and hence there exists i F n such that h hasi i i
 .  w x.index at most n in D G see 5, Lemma 5.2.2 . It follows that each of theZ
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 .subgroups h , . . . , h has index at most n in D G , so that1 n Z
n
b s hF i
is1
 . nis an additive subgroup of D G with index at most n . If g is anyZ
element of G, we have
h g s D A g g q a s D A g q a s h .  .i Z i Z j j
 .for some j F n, and hence b g F b , and b is a right ideal of D G .Z
LEMMA 2.9. Let G be a group, and let a be a right ideal of the group ring
 .  .ZG such that D G s G y 1 q a. If the additi¨ e factor group D G raZ Z
has finite order n and H is a subnormal subgroup of G which is contained in
 .  .  .nG l 1 q a , then D G D H is contained in a.Z Z
 .Proof. Consider the right ZG-module M s D G ra , and the naturalZ
semidirect product X s G h M. There exists a subgroup L of X such that
 .  w x.X s L h M s GL and G l L s G l 1 q a see 8, Theorem 1 . The
 .  .centralizer C M is normal in X, and the factor group XrC M isG G
finite. Moreover, H s HM l L is subnormal in L since HM is subnormal
 win X, and it follows from a result of Maier and Wielandt see 1, Theorem
x.  .7.5.7 that the subgroup HC M is subnormal in X. Thus H is subnor-G
mal in X, and in particular it is subnormal in HM with effect at most n.
Then
w xM , H , . . . , H s 1,
6
6
n
 .n  .  .nand hence MD H s 0. This means that D G D H is containedZ Z Z
in a.
Proof of Theorem B. Let A be an abelian normal subgroup of G such
  . .that GrA is finite of order n. The set L s 1 q D A q a l G is aZ
subsemigroup of G by Lemma 2.2, and clearly A is contained in L, so that
 .  .L is a subgroup of G. Moreover, D A q a s L y 1 q a and G l 1 qaZ
 .s L l 1 q a , so that in particular the subnormal subgroup H is con-
 .  .tained in L l 1 q a . Consider the right ideal c s D L l a of theZ
 .group ring Z L. Then H is contained in L l 1 q c and
D L s D A q c s L y 1 q c , .  .Z Z
 .  . tso that it follows from Lemma 2.7 that D L D H is contained in c ,Z Z
and so also in a , for some positive integer t F n ? 16mq n q 2m q 2n.
Moreover, application of Lemma 2.8 yields that there exists a right ideal b
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of ZG such that
a F b F D A q a , .Z
 . nand the additive factor group D G rb is finite with order at most n .Z
 .  .Since D G s G y 1 q a , we have also D G s G y 1 q b , and henceZ Z
 .  . sby Lemma 2.9 the product D G D H is contained in b for someZ Z
positive integer s F nn. If
h s t q s F n ? 16mq n q 2m q 2n q nn ,
we obtain that
h t t
D G D H F bD H F D A q a D H .  .  .  .  . .Z Z Z Z Z
t tF D A D H q a F D L D H q a s a , .  .  .  .Z Z Z Z
and the theorem is proved.
For our purposes it will be useful the following group-theoretic interpre-
tation of Theorem B.
COROLLARY 2.10. Let the group G s AB s AM s BM be the product of
two abelian-by-finite subgroups A and B, and an abelian normal subgroup M
such that A l M s B l M s 1. If H is a subgroup of A l B which is
w xsubnormal in both A and B, then M, H , . . . , H s 1 for some positi¨ e
¤tª
integer t. Moreo¨er, if A contains an abelian normal subgroup of finite index n
 .and H has defect m in A, then t can be chosen bounded by a function h m, n .
Proof. Consider M as a right Z A-module. Then there exists a right
 .ideal a of the group ring Z A such that D A s A y 1 q a , M isZ
 .  .isomorphic with the right Z A-module D A ra , and A l 1 q a sZ
 w x.A l B see 8, Theorem 1 . Application of Theorem B yields that
 .  . tD A D H is contained in a for some positive integer t bounded by aZ Z
 .  . tfunction h m, n . This means that MD H s 0, and henceZ
w xM , H , . . . , H s 1.
6
6
t
The corollary is proved.
3. FACTORIZED GROUPS
Let the group G s AB be the product of two subgroups A and B, and
let N be a normal subgroup of G. The factorizer of N in G is the
 .  .subgroup X N s AN l BN, and it is well known that X N has the
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triple factorization
X N s A*B* s A*N s B*N , .
where A* s A l BN and B* s B l AN.
LEMMA 3.1. Let the metabelian-by-finite group G s AB be the product of
two subgroups A and B, and let H be a subgroup of A l B which is
subnormal in both A and B. Then H is subnormal in G. Moreo¨er, if G
contains a metabelian normal subgroup of finite index n and the defect of H in
A and B is at most m, then the defect of H in G is bounded by a function
 .f m, n .1
Proof. Let K be a metabelian normal subgroup of G with finite index
n, and let N s K 9 be the commutator subgroup of K. Then the factor
group GrN contains an abelian normal subgroup of index n, and hence
HN is subnormal in G with defect at most
2m q n q t n2 F 2m q 2n .
 w x .  .see, 7, Corollary 2 and its proof . The factorizer X s X N of N in G
has the triple factorization
X s A*B* s A*N s B*N ,
where A* s A l BN and B* s B l AN. Suppose first that
A* l N s B* l N s 1,
so that in particular A* contains an abelian normal subgroup of index at
most n. Since H is subnormal in A* and B* with defect at most m, it
follows from Corollary 2.10 that
w xN , H , . . . , H s 1
6
6
t
 .for some positive integer t F h m, n , so that H is subnormal in HN with
 .defect at most h m, n . In the general case, as N is abelian, the subgroups
A* l N and B* l N are normal in X, so that also
L s A* l N B* l N .  .
is a normal subgroup of X, and replacing X by the factor group XrL we
obtain from the above argument that HL is subnormal in X with defect at
 .most h m, n . On the other hand, H is subnormal in HL with defect at
most 2m, so that H is subnormal in G with defect at most
f m , n s h m , n q 4m q n q t n2 F h m , n q 4m q 2n. .  .  .  .1
The lemma is proved.
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We will also need the following subnormality criterion. Here as usual K 9
denotes the commutator subgroup of the group K.
LEMMA 3.2. Let the group G s KH be the product of a nilpotent normal
subgroup K of class c and a subgroup H such that HK 9 is subnormal in G with
2 .defect m. Then H is subnormal in G with defect at most mc c q 1 r2.
Proof. Suppose first that H l K s 1, so that in particular HK 9 l K s
K 9. As HK 9 is subnormal in G with defect m, the subgroup H stabilizes a
finite series of KrK9 with length at most m. It follows that, for each
 .  .positive integer i, H also stabilizes a finite series of g K rg K withi iq1
 w x.length at most im see 6, 5.2.5 and 5.2.11 , so that H stabilizes a finite
 .series of K with length at most md, where d s c c q 1 r2. Thus H is
subnormal in G s KH with defect at most md. In the general case, put
 .K s H l K and K s N K for each non-negative integer i. Then0 iq1 K i
K s K and H normalizes every K . Let n F c be the smallest non-nega-c i
tive integer such that K s K, so that in particular the subgroup N s Kn ny1
is normal in G. As H l K is contained in N, it follows from the first part
of the proof that HN is subnormal in G with defect at most md. On the
other hand, we may assume by induction on n that H is subnormal in HN
 .with defect at most n y 1 md, so that H is subnormal in G with defect at
most
n y 1 md q md s nmd F mcd. .
The lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem A. The factor group GrN9 is metabelian-by-finite,
and hence it follows from Lemma 3.1 that the subgroup HN9 is subnormal
 .in G with defect at most f m, n . In particular HN9 is subnormal in HN,1
so that Lemma 3.2 yields that H is subnormal in HN with defect at most
2 .  .c c q 1 f m, n r2. Therefore H is subnormal in G, and its defect is1
bounded by
c2 c q 1 f m , n .  .1
f c, m , n s f m , n q . .  .1 2
The theorem is proved.
THEOREM 3.3. Let the soluble-by-finite group G s AB be the product of
two subgroups A and B, and let H be a subgroup of A l B. If G is
nilpotent-by-minimax and H is subnormal in both A and B, then H is
subnormal in G.
Proof. Let N be a nilpotent normal subgroup of G such that the factor
group GrN is minimax. Then the subgroup HN is subnormal in G see
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w x.2 , and hence it is enough to show that H is subnormal in HN. By
Lemma 3.2 this is true provided that HN9 is subnormal in HN, so that
replacing G by GrN9 it can be assumed that the subgroup N is abelian.
 .The factorizer X s X N of N in G has the triple factorization
X s A*B* s A*N s B*N ,
where A* s A l BN and B* s B l AN. The subgroups A* l N and
 .B* l N are clearly normal in X. Since H is subnormal in H A* l N ,
 .  . .we have that H B* l N is subnormal in H A* l N B* l N . On
 .the other hand, H is also subnormal in H B* l N , and hence in
 . .  .H A* l N B* l N . Replacing X by the factor group Xr A* l N
 .B* l N , we may suppose that A* l N s B* l N s 1. Then A* and B*
 w x.are minimax groups, so that also X is minimax see 10 , and H is
subnormal in X. In particular, H is subnormal in HN, and the theorem is
proved.
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